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Abstract
Background: Reliable, quantitative progression markers for Parkinson’s disease (PD) are needed. We aimed to
determine whether the quantitative analyses of the cerebrovascular, cardiovascular autonomic and small fiber
polyneuropathy features correlate with PD severity.
Methods: This was a single center, retrospective study. PD patients were evaluated using standardized
cardiovascular autonomic reflex testing including deep breathing, Valsalva maneuver, tilt test and skin biopsies for
the quantification of epidermal sensory and sweat gland sudomotor fibers. Parkinsonism severity was quantified by
the Unified Parkinson’sDisease Rating Scale (UPDRS). Severity of non-motor symptoms was evaluated using
QASAT (Quantitative scale for grading of cardiovascular reflex tests, QSART and small fibers densities from skin
biopsies) adjusted for age and gender. Correlations were calculated using the Pearson’s correlation coefficient (r).
Results: We tested 109 PD patients (age 70.14 ± 11.2, disease duration 4.8 ± 4.06 years). UPDRS-II was
correlated with the following QASAT scores: total (r=0.62, p<0.0001), adrenergic function (r=0.71, p<0.001), sensory
fiber analysis (epidermal nerve fiber density or ENFD, r=0.34, p<0.001), cerebral blood flow scores (r=0.43,
p<0.007) and sudomotor function (r=0.42, p<0.0001). UPDRS-III correlated with the following QASAT scores: total
(r=0.46, p<0.0017), adrenergic function (r=0.48, p<0.0001), ENFD (r=0.31, p<0.001) and sudomotor function
(r=0.34, p<0.05).
Conclusions: Autonomic, cerebrovascular and sensory abnormalities coexist in PD and they progress along with
disease severity. The adrenergic score, that primarily measures the duration of orthostatic hypotension during tilt
test, had the best correlation with disease severity. QASAT may be a feasible instrument for the objective monitoring
of PD progression presenting with autonomic nervous system involvement. These findings need to be validated in a
prospective study.
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Abbreviations:
PD: Parkinson’s disease; SFN: Small Fiber Polyneuropathy; OH:
Orthostatic Hypotension; UPDRS: Unified Parkinson’s Disease Rating
Scale; QASAT: Quantitative Scale for Grading of Cardiovascular
Autonomic Reflex Tests and Small Fibers from Skin Biopsies; ENFD:
Epidermal nerve fiber density; SGFD: Sweat gland fiber density;
QSART: Quantitative Sudomotor Axon Reflex Test; HR: Heart rate;
BP: Blood pressure; CBF: Cerebral Blood Flow

Introduction
Parkinson’s disease (PD) is the second most common
neurodegenerative disease affecting more than 1 million Americans
[1]. Autonomic nervous system abnormalities and associated small
fiber polyneuropathy (SFN) constitute frequent non-motor
complications of PD [2-7].
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Autonomic symptom severity correlates with decreased activities of
daily living and poor quality of life [8] and may by associated with
disease progression in PD [9-11]. Orthostatic hypotension (OH) due
to adrenergic failure is the most disabling autonomic symptom of PD.
OH can be identified in about 58% of PD patients and is a major risk
factor for falls and cognitive decline in this population [12]. PD is
associated with a generalized autonomic failure of variable severity
that affects all major autonomic branches including the adrenergic, the
parasympathetic and the sudomotor functions [6]. Cardiac and
generalized sympathetic denervation is observed in the majority of PD
patients [7]. The latter suggests that dysautonomia can be associated
with SFN affecting both dermal and epidermal fibers [13-15].
The Unified Parkinson’s Disease Rating Scale (UPDRS) is the only
endorsed marker of disease progression [16,17]. However, the UPDRS
is a clinical and subjective scale. Therefore, reliable, quantitative and
feasible biological progression markers of PD have yet to be identified.
These biomarkers should allow to objectively measure disease severity
and to track the spectrum of disease at a wide dynamic range. Reliable
biomarkers are highly desirable for both medical practice and for
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conducting clinical trials to assess the effect of interventional strategies
[17].
In this study we performed a comprehensive evaluation of the
cerebrovascular, cardiovascular autonomic and sudomotor functions
and obtained epidermal and sweat gland nerve fiber densities (ENDF
and SGFD) using skin biopsies from PD patients. These non-motor
PD features were correlated with disease severity using the recently
validated Quantitative Scale for Grading of Cardiovascular Autonomic
Reflex Tests and Small Fibers from Skin Biopsies (QASAT)[18].
QASAT is a quantitative scale that grades abnormalities in domains
affected by PD. We hypothesized that 1) QASAT scores correlate with
disease severity and 2) that QASAT or a portion of it can be used as a
quantitative marker of disease progression. UPDRS was used as the
gold standard, as recommended [16,17].

Materials and Methods
Participants
This retrospective, single-center study included PD patients who
were referred for autonomic function testing to the University of
Massachusetts Autonomic laboratory because they had symptoms of
autonomic failure. Symptomatic autonomic failure was defined as
having at least one of the following: orthostatic lightheadedness,
urinary problems (increased urinary frequency or incontinence), signs
of gastroparesis, constipation, diarrhea, male sexual dysfunction, cold
or hot intolerance and/or sweating abnormalities. PD was clinically
defined by a combination of resting tremor, bradykinesia, and rigidity
[19].
All subjects had well-defined beneficial response to parkinsonian
medications. None of the subjects had a history of prominent
hallucinations or other signs suggestive of diffuse Lewy body
dementia. None of our participants had cerebellar syndrome, which
can be a clue of multiple system atrophy. Subjects presenting
comorbidities affecting the autonomic nervous system, such as
diabetic and nondiabetic peripheral polyneuropathies, were excluded
from the study.
Parkinsonism was evaluated by the Unified Parkinson Disease
Rating Scale (UPDRS) part II (activities of daily living) and part III
(motor functions) at the “on” state.
Autonomic testing was performed in “on” state. PD medications
including levodopa and dopamine agonists were allowed. Medications
that affect autonomic function, particularly with antiadrenergic or
anticholinergic properties, were held for 5 half-lives if patients could
tolerate.
This study was approved by the Institutional Review Board of the
University of Massachusetts Medical School as a minimal risk study.

Autonomic testing
Testing was performed following established standards [20] that
have been previously described [21]. Cardiovascular reflex tests
included deep breathing, Valsalva maneuver and tilt test. Deep
breathing was performed at a respiratory rate of 6 breaths per minute
during one minute. Valsalva maneuver was performed with an
expiratory pressure equal to 40 mm Hg for 15 seconds. After recording
10 minutes of supine rest, patients were tilted during 10 minutes.
Postganglionic sympathetic sudomotor function was analyzed by
quantitative sudomotor axon reflex test (QSART) in the forearm,
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proximal leg, distal leg, and foot using Q-Sweat machine (WR Medical
Electronics, Stillwater, MN). The stimulation current used was 2 mA,
the duration of stimulation was 5 minutes and the sweat volume was
collected for 10 minutes.
Skin biopsies were performed following recommended standards
[22,23]. Full thickness skin biopsies were obtained from the proximal
thigh at level of the pubis and at the calf (10 cm above the lateral
malleolus) using a 3-mm circular disposable punch tool. Samples were
immediately transferred into 2% paraformaldehyde-lysine-periodic
acid fixative and processed at Therapath, New York, NY. Samples were
immunoperoxidase-stained with the panaxonal marker PGP 9.5 and
also stained with hematoxylin/eosin and Congo red to identify skin
epidermal/dermal structures, inflammation, vasculitis or amyloidosis.
ENFD and SGFD were analyzed using bright microscopy. Normative
data has been published [18].
Test results were graded using the QASAT [18]. QASAT is an
objective instrument for the grading of dysautonomia, associated small
fiber polyneuropathies and cerebral blood flow [18]. QASAT grades
standardized cardiovascular reflex tests, QSART, ENFD and SGFD;
grading is adjusted for age and gender. QASAT has the following
sections: heart rate (HR; includes supine heart rate, heart rate response
to tilt, and heart rate variability), blood pressure (BP; supine and tilt
induced changes including orthostatic hypotension/hypertension),
cerebral blood flow (CBF; both baseline and tilt-induced changes),
sudomotor (using QSART and SGFD) and sensory (using ENFD).
Adrenergic functions modulate BP responses to tilt test and to
Valsalva maneuver [20]. Therefore the QASAT-adrenergic function
score was defined as a summation of orthostatic hypotension during
tilt test (QASAT item 7) and Valsalva maneuver – blood pressure
(QASAT item 8) scores. QASAT assigns a number to each test result
that is proportional to the severity of findings. Normal test results
correspond to 0, while abnormal results are >0. Higher scores indicate
more severe impairment. For example, BP has a range of 0-12 while
total QASAT score is 0-40. QASAT scores are generated automatically.

Statistical analysis
Multiple regression analysis and Pearson’s correlation coefficient (r)
were performed between continuous variables. One-way analysis of
variance (ANOVA) was used to test the overall difference between
normal, mild, moderate, severe and marked QASAT scores. The post
hoc Tukey test was used for pair-wise comparisons if ANOVA results
were significant. All statistical analyses were performed using JMP 10.1
(Cary, NC) statistical software.

Results
A database search showed 118 PD patients that completed
autonomic testing. Nine patients were excluded from the analysis
because they were taking medications that interfere with autonomic
functions. A total 109 patients were included in this study. The
characteristics of our PD cohort are listed in Table 1.
QASAT scores were: 17.33 ± 8.9 total, 1.7 ± 1.1 HR; 5.0 ± 4.28 BP,
5.28 ± 3.6 CBF, 1.42 ± 1.0 sudomotor function (QSART); 0.87 ± 1.3
SGFD and 1.27 ± 0.13 ENFD.
Table 2 shows the correlation between QASAT and parkinsonian
variables. UPDRS-II was positively correlated with total, adrenergic
function, CBF, sudomotor-QSART and ENFD scores. UPDRS-III was
positively correlated with total, adrenergic function, CBF, sudomotor
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function (QSART) and ENFD scores. The Hoehn and Yahr stage of
disease was correlated with total, HR, adrenergic function, CBF,
sudomotor (QSART) and ENFD scores. No correlations at the p<0.05
level of significance were found between QASAT (total or subscores)
and levodopa equivalent dose [24] (LED) or levodopa dose. No
correlations at p<0.05 level were found between LED or levodopa and
systolic/mean/diastolic BP/CBF velocity either during baseline supine
position or during tilt.
Patient characteristics

Mean ± SD

Range

N

109

NA

Age, years

70.14 ± 11.2

41-93

Gender, m/f

58/51

NA

BMI, kg/m2

25.3 ± 5.37

14.9-41.5

Hoehn and Yahr stage

2.1 ± 0.76

1-4

Disease duration, years

4.8 ± 4.06

0.6-22

UPDRS II

9.08 ± 7.67

0-33

UPDRS III

18.28 ± 13.34

0-71

LED,mg

400.4 ± 263.5

0-1300

Table 1: Characteristics of Parkinson’s disease subjects. LED: Daily
Levodopa Equivalent.
QASAT

UPDRS-II

UPDRS-III

Hoehn and Yahr

Total

0.62, p<0.0001

0.46, p<0.0017

0.47, p<0.0017

Heart rate

0.17, p<0.07

0.18, p<0.06

0.33, p<0.0005

Adrenergic

0.71, p<0.001

0.48, p<0.0001

0.44, p<0.001

0.43, p<0.009

0.36, p<0.07

0.44, p<0.001

SudomotorQSART

0.42, p<0.0001

0.34, p<0.05

0.30, p<0.0017

SudomotorSweat glands

0.04, p<0.74

0.08, p<0.08

0.03, p<0.74

Sensory

0.34, p<0.003

0.31, p<0.001

0.21, p<0.029

Cerebral
flow

blood

Table 2: Pairwise correlations using the Pearson’s correlation
coefficient (r) between QASAT scores with UPDRS II, UPDRS III and
the Hoehn and Yahr stage of disease.

Discussion
This study showed that autonomic, cerebrovascular and sensory
abnormalities coexist in PD and that they progress with disease
severity. The correlation between QASAT-total score and UPDRS-II
was moderately strong (r=0.62). However, there was a strong
correlation between QASAT-adrenergic function scores and UPDRSII (r=0.71). QASAT-total and/or QASAT-adrenergic function scores
may be objective and fully quantitative markers of disease severity,
considering that UPDRS (clinical gold standard of disease
progression) is biased towards the assessment of motor deficits [25].
Therefore, UPDRS might underestimate autonomic features,
particularly in early and advanced PD stages [26] (Figure 1).
J Neurol Disord
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Figure 1: Correlation between QASAT total and adrenergic
function scores with UPDRS II and III. To: Total score; A:
Adrenergic function score. Each dot corresponds to one patient.
QASAT-adrenergic function scores primarily measure the duration
of OH during tilt test and Valsalva maneuver-induced BP responses.
This study showed that OH is not a yes or no phenomenon. Rather, it
has a continuous severity gradient ranging from none to a severe
progressive BP drop associated with reduced cerebral perfusion during
tilt test. Valsalva maneuver is the most sensitive test to detect milder
forms of adrenergic failure [27]; however, the tilt test is more
appropriate to detect advanced disease. It should be emphasized that
tilt test-induced OH, as defined in QASAT, differs from the definition
of OH used in most of population studies. Traditionally, OH is defined
as a BP drop at minute 3 of active standing. QASAT uses the passive
standing, e.g. tilt test, and measures BP every minute throughout the
study [18].
Adrenergic failure occurs primarily due to a generalized
impairment of sympathetic-mediated vasoconstriction [28]. Since the
adrenergic domain had the best correlation with PD severity, it could
be disproportionately more affected in PD compared to other
autonomic domains. Cardiovascular reflex testing cannot differentiate
between the central (e.g. preganglionic) and peripheral (e.g.
postganglionic) components of sympathetic impairment. Pathological
studies show degeneration in both the central and the peripheral
autonomic nervous systems including autonomic centers in the
brainstem [29], and sympathetic pre- and postganglionic neurons [29].
Lewy bodies were also found in the adrenergic nerves that innervate
blood vessels in the dermis of patients with PD [30]. Cardiac imaging
studies [8] show generalized sympathetic denervation in PD with OH.
These findings indicate that adrenergic failure in PD occurs due to
mixed pre- and postganglionic degeneration. None of the QASAT
scores correlated with levodopa or dopaminergic medications; this
suggests that QASAT grading is unrelated to pharmacologic
treatment.
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Although QASAT may be a sensitive tool for tracking autonomic
dysfunction progression, a disadvantage is its nonspecificity. A recent
validation study [18] showed that QASAT can distinguish MSA from
PD, but it cannot distinguish diabetes from PD. However, QASAT was
not designed as a diagnostic tool, but as a tool that can track the
progression of dysautonomia and associated small fiber
polyneuropathy.
Nevertheless, our study indicates that QASAT may be a useful
surrogate of PD progression. The main advantage of QASAT is that it
is objective, fully quantitative and automatically generated, hence it
can complement UPDRS. Furthermore, QASAT is modular, hence
only a portion of it can be used. For example, QASAT-cardiovascular
might be sufficient to track autonomic functions.
Major shortcomings of this study are its retrospective nature and a
subject selection biased towards dysautonomia. Therefore, these
results need to be validated preferentially in a prospective study to
confirm that these results can be extrapolated to all PD patients.
In conclusion, PD is associated with cerebrovascular, autonomic
and sensory abnormalities that coexist and progress with disease
severity. QASAT may be a valuable tool for tracking PD disease
severity.
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